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Welcome to the H1 2021 edition of TXF Data's Export Finance market overview.

Please note that this report excludes all the deals done in export finance to mitigate

the consequences of Covid-19, except for the pages where these deals are

mentioned explicitly.

The lag in final investment decisions on big-ticket projects during 2020 has started to

play out as the global economy moves into recovery mode. During the period

covered by this report, TXF Data recorded 142 ECA supported deals (down from 148

in H1 2020) covering $26.6 billion of deal volume (down from $38.3 billion in H1

2020). Of that $26.6 billion total deal volume, ECA-backed debt (direct loans and

covered tranches) accounted for $22 billion, down from $35 billion in H1 2020, but

considerably up as a percentage of the overall ECA-supported debt provided. In

short, demand for volume has lagged, but more ECA support as a proportion of debt

provided has been required from the deals that have come to market.

The ranking highlights, drivers and breaks on growth for H1 2021 were:

• There was a 50% drop in the volume of ECA-backed financings compared with H1

2020, in both renewables and conventional power (see page 6). Ample

commercial debt liquidity for established renewables sectors has largely reduced

the requirement for ECA support to offshore wind, and the ECA retreat from coal-

fired power has clearly impacted conventional power volume.

• Oil and gas market ECA-backed volume has plummeted from just over $12 billion

in H1 2020 to just under $2 billion in H1 2021 (see page 7). The shelving of final

investment decisions (FIDs) on major projects in 2020 due to low oil and gas

pricing, combined with some ECA retrenchment, has created a lag in project

financing demand.

• At just under $600 million, ECA-backed aviation volume in H1 2021 was around

half that of H1 2020 – despite full-year 2020 being the strongest on record since

2017 and a predicted rise as pandemic recovery kicked in (see page 8). The key

reasons are twofold: the pace of recovery for aviation has been more erratic than

other sectors; and future air traffic demand is still difficult to predict given the

change in business travel behaviour spawned by the pandemic.

• With no cruise ship ECA-backed deals in the past six months – which, although

few in number, normally account for a major chunk of volume in any given year –

H1 2021’s $1.6 billion of ECA-backed volume is the lowest shipping half-year

figure since 2018, and only around half of the volume in that previous low (see

page 9). However, Container vessel financing has dominated the sector so far this

year and looks set to continue with more deals in H2 2021 with Chinese and

Korean shipyards benefiting.

• The telecoms sector reflects the post-pandemic boom in communications

projects. ECA-backed telecoms volume is up to around $2.7 billion, a $1 billion-

plus increase on H1 2020 volume, and will likely climb further on the back of 5G

technology exports (see page 10).

The TXF Intelligence team

TXF Limited “TXF” makes no representation regarding the completeness, accuracy, or timeliness of any information and data

provided or that such information and data will be error-free. TXF assumes no responsibility for the consequences of use of the

information. In no event shall TXF be liable for any direct, indirect, special or incidental damage resulting from, arising out of or

in connection with the use of the information. Users are encouraged to visit and review individual deal data on

www.tagmydeals.com and contribute to the completeness and accuracy of our deal coverage.
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TXF Export Finance Report Methodology

The number-crunching bedrock for the TXF Export Finance report is the only ECA-backed deals database in the market –

TXF Media's tagmydeals.com. Our comprehensive data range extends from 1 January 2013 to the present day and

information is sourced directly from lenders, corporates and ECAs (around 45 major international commercial banks, ECAs

and MFI/DFI guarantors).

Inclusion

The universe covered by the report is simple – any deal (bond or loan) in any industry that comes with ECA or DFI support in

the form of direct loans, guarantees or a mixture of both. There is no volume limit on the size of deals included in the

figures.

Caveats to inclusion

Only deals that have reached financial close (met conditions precedent) are included in the figures. Only deals with a

minimum tenor of 1 year are included in the figures.

Validation

The details of every deal included in the report are cross-checked with the original source by our Data Team. 90% of

transactions included in the report are cross-checked with more than one participant on the deal. Debt and cover

allocations for rankings and tables allocations are in US dollars. Other currencies are converted to US dollars using the

exchange rate from the transaction's date of financial close (the original currency figures are available on tagmydeals.com).

Queries

We welcome any suggestions or questions you have on the scope of the methodology. Please contact Alfonso Olivas –

alfonso.olivas@txfmedia.com – Head of Data and Analytics.

What data is included?

There are symbols next to each graphic in the report that make it clear what allocation methodology has been used for each

chart, table, graph or ranking:

The ALL symbol means the data is based on the total volume (inclusive of commercial tranches) of debt of deals

that have any form of ECA or DFI support. It provides a measure of how much project and export volume has been

enabled and complemented by ECA and DFI support.

Under the BKD symbol the total debt allocations for commercial lenders in the rankings and tables in the report

are the sum of their loans (both commercial and covered) to deals that have closed with a form of ECA/DFI debt

support. Where tranche allocations are unavailable, the volume of the tranche debt is split equally between each

commercial lender.

Under the BKC symbol the total debt allocations for commercial lenders in the rankings and tables in the report are

the sum of their loans to ECA/DFI-covered tranches. Where tranche allocations are unavailable, the volume of the

tranche debt is split equally between each commercial lender.

Under the ECD symbol the total debt allocations for ECAs in the rankings and tables in the report are the sum of

direct loans provided solely by them to each transaction. The same applies to DFIs.

Under the ECC symbol the total coverage amounts for ECAs in the rankings and tables in the report are the sum of

covered tranches provided solely by each ECA. The same applies to DFIs.

ALL

BKD

BKC

EDC

ECC
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With a roughly 50% drop in the volume of ECA-

backed financings compared with H1 2020, in both

renewables and conventional power, H1 2021

indications are that by the end of the year the

conventional power market could have had its first

significant volume variation in five years – and it’s a

downward one.

Part of the conventional power decline is explained

by the recent retreat of major ECAs, notably JBIC

and NEXI, from coal-fired power. But the downturn

in ECA-backed renewables volume reflects the

strong appetite from commercial banks and

institutional debt investors for the sector.

Commercial debt pricing for renewables is very

competitive, the deals are largely vanilla, and the

majority of sponsors will try and avoid adding ECA

due diligence into the mix unless the economics or

risk of a particular project make it off limits to

commercial lenders. At its simplest, for the majority

of wind and solar deals cost of debt is not an issue,

so ECAs are just bringing risk mitigation to the table

and there are private sector alternatives to mitigate

those same risks that require less negotiation.

That said, there are niches where ECA backing is and

will be key. Arguably, the short- and medium-term

term future for ECA-backed renewables debt is in

the offshore wind sector as it moves to zero subsidy,

and potentially blue and green hydrogen, markets

that have major renewables and oil & gas credits

pushing their rapid development.

Power & renewables

TXF intelligence view
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The only surprise with H1 2021 oil & gas ECA-

backed volume is that it is not lower, given 2020’s

global slump in pricing and demand and the

consequent shelving of final investment decisions

(FID) for many projects. The FID lag will likely affect

volume for another six months, and although there

has been a rally in gas prices this year on the back of

renewed demand, the majors are likely to maintain

that high pricing by keeping investment in new

production capacity just behind the demand curve –

particularly given uncertainty over how many more

decades current production levels will be required as

governments finally begin to pile on the pressure for

accelerated energy transition.

Even when demand for ECA backing from the sector

grows again, ECA appetite may not be what it once

was given the direction of climate change politics

among the major ECAs’ political masters. Oil is

already joining coal as a pariah fuel, and the

transition fuel status gas enjoys is under debate.

Furthermore, the force majeure earlier this year of

Total’s Mozambique LNG project – a deal heavily

backed by direct ECA loans from US Exim $4.7bn,

JBIC $3bn, Kexim $500m, UKEF $300m, Thai Exim

150m – and AfDB $400m, DBSA $120m – and the

shelving of the Rovuma LNG project, both because

of terrorist attacks in Mozambique, will have given

ECA credit committees heightened emerging

markets risk sensitivity.
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A gloomy set of ECA-backed figures in the aviation

market – around half of the volume in H1 2020 –

despite full-year 2020 being the strongest on record

since 2017.

Given a record down market for aircraft deliveries in

2020 – airlines significantly upped and restructured

their sale-and-leasebacks with leasing companies in

a bid to free up liquidity; lessors in turn deferred

deliveries of new aircraft; and both airlines and

lessors took advantage of Boeing breaking its 737

MAX contractual obligations, enabling them to

cancel orders outright – the 2020 volume, as a share

of overall aircraft financed, signalled renewed

appetite for ECA-backed debt was actually larger

than the face value of the $2.9 billion financed

initially suggested.

Even the major aircraft lessors – which now account

for around 50% of airline fleets and are serial debt

capital markets users – have been courting ECAs as

higher pricing, tighter terms and far less liquidity in

the capital markets (many banks have either

temporarily withdrawn or left the market altogether

over the past year) force them to look for alternative

funding sources.

The key reasons that H1 2021 ECA-backed volume is

considerably lower than last year are twofold. The

pace of recovery for aviation overall has been more

erratic than other sectors, in line with various

government’s opening and closing their borders as

Covid-19 variants emerge. And future air traffic

demand, and therefore aircraft orders, is also

difficult to predict given the change in business

travel behaviour spawned by the pandemic

combined with ever-increasing climate change

awareness.

Aviation will recover, but if H1 2021 ECA-backed

volume is a measure of what is to come, that

recovery may be slower than the widely held two-

year prediction. Debt and equity funds also have

considerable liquidity sloshing around, financial

clout that will come to bear once there is more

certainty in the aviation sector. Consequently, while

logic dictates a post-pandemic renaissance in ECA-

backed aviation finance, there are few signs of it so

far this year and if it does happen it will be short-

lived as private sector debt alternatives come back

into play.
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With no cruise ship ECA-backed deals in the past six

months – which, although few in number, normally

account for a major chunk of volume in any given

year – H1 2021 is the lowest shipping half-year

figure since 2018, and only around half of the

volume in that previous low.

A return to growth in the pandemic battered cruise

industry does not appear likely any time soon. For

example, Carnival, the world’s largest cruise ship

operator, is predicting having only 75% of its fleet

operational by the end of 2021. The extent of the

uncertainty was perfectly illustrated in Norwegian

Cruise’s recent half-year report: “The company [the

third largest cruise operator globally] is not

providing total capital expenditure guidance for

future years at this time given the uncertain and

evolving environment. However, after newbuild-

related payment deferrals, anticipated expenditures

related to ship construction contracts were $0.3

billion for the remainder of 2021 and $1.6 billion

and $2.5 billion for the years ending December 31,

2022 and 2023, respectively. The company has

export credit financing in place for the anticipated

expenditures related to ship construction contracts

of $0.2 billion for the remainder of 2021 and $1

billion and $2 billion for the years ending December

31, 2022 and 2023, respectively.”

Customer confidence may take years to fully recover

from the 'plague ship' headlines at the start of the

pandemic, and major operator’s plans for more

newbuilds that require new ECA-backed facilities

appear to be on hold. Furthermore, there is still a

very real, albeit diminishing, possibility that ECAs

with exposure to the sector, despite the support

they have given via payment holidays and debt

restructuring, may have to take a hit if recovery is

too slow.

While the cruise sector is floundering, it is important

to keep an eye on other asset classes. The lack of

container vessels globally to meet the supply chain

demands has meant big orders being placed by

several major container shipping lines eg: Hapag

Lloyd (order this year for a further 9 vessels), CM

CGM (in April this year an order for 22 vessels),

Cosco Shipping (a $1.5 bn order), and Maersk (a

$1.4 bn order). All these orders placed with Chinese

and Korean shipyards – and may involve ECAs.
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As a part of the supply chain to the overall global

boom in communications projects that has been

significantly accelerated by the pandemic, the ECA-

backed telecoms sector is up by over $1 billion on

H1 2020 volume to $2.7 billion. The non-satellite

business climbed by just over 50% over the previous

H1 and has returned to roughly the same level as H1

2019.

The key difference over the last high in 2019 is the

addition of the $700 million of 11.5-year facility for

the Al Yah Sat satellite project in the UAE, which

closed in June and included a $330 million tranche

covered by Bpifrance. But with demand for 5G

growing – for example, serial ECA-backed user

Nokia has just won a 5G network order from A1

Telekom Austria for operations in Bulgaria, Serbia,

and Slovenia – the upgraded technology is expected

to drive the ECA-supported debt market in the

coming years.
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How do you get your market intelligence?

TXF intelligence provides access to all the information you'll need to take
capitalise on any opportunity in the global export market.

We do the hard work so you don’t have to. 

Email us for a demonstration.

mailto:team@tagmydeals.com?subject=TXF%20intelligence%20demo

